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A short personal article on why the Nepali people are entitled to have no faith in their 
politicians. Just as the leopard cannot change it’s spots, the people elected into 
government positions in Nepal are untrained, of low moral values and extractive in 
nature. Their incompetence is therefore a “general and non specific state” and nobody 
should be surprised when they are incapable of handling an earthquake disaster.  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An unusual phone call!
My Nepali wife's phone rang as usual on Saturday morning in the UK, same time as 

always, and always the same two people. Her oldest sister and one of her nieces from 
Kathmandu. But this time instead of the usual laughter and barrage of Newari I cannot 
understand a word of, there was a scream and a look of absolute horror on her face. The 
Big One had just happened!


As the next two weeks unfolded many hours were spent on the phone, when it 
worked, but thanks to the generosity of Skype everyone could phone each other for free. 
Family stories emerged of destroyed buildings, damaged walls, but thankfully no injuries. 
We watched the TV, we raised money via our own charity, we supported our NGO staff in 
Kathmandu and slowly, ever so slowly, began to seethe at the sheer incompetence of the 
Nepali government and individual politicians to rise to the occasion in their people's hour 
of need. The scale of the disaster but not its timing was predictable. But on reflection, so 
has been the incompetence of the government. Completely predictable, and nobody 
should be shocked or even surprised.


In the immediate aftermath and next two weeks we have witnessed a prime minister 
who didn't even communicate to the nation for 3 days, airport officials who had no idea 
how to manage the international rescue arrivals at TIA with many flights sent back, a 
complete pile up of materials essential to secure rescue and survival, remote villages 
abandoned with no rescue or aid arrivals for days and days, a capital city where people 
were forced to live in makeshift personal shelters of plastic sheets, tarpaulins and 
cardboard, and of course the mixed messages from government itself about who could 
and couldn't assist, where monies should and shouldn't be deposited, which NGOs 
could work independently or not. In recent days they have been engaged in their 
interminable meetings again discussing "political mechanisms" disaster mechanisms" 
"consensus" "all party groupings" etc! Unbelievable? No, completely believable AND 
predictable.


This is a government who have presided over 8 years of attempting to write a 
constitution which isn't yet even in draft form. This is also a government who have 
managed to engineer an education system with an SLC pass rate that has fallen to only 
14% in 5 years (state schools), fuel shortages, ever increasing load shedding, a 
crumbling health service with a medical education system in disarray, a dismal human 
rights record with no sign of justice for war victims, rising criminality, nepotism and 
corruption beyond belief, and of course individual parties with ELECTED officials calling 
and violently enforcing bandh which harm the people immeasurably. So I ask my main 
question: why would anyone expect government competence in the face of an 
earthquake when this list demonstrates the complete opposite?  
Time then to reveal my vested interest! I have been married to my dear Nepali wife for 44 
years, we have many family in Kathmandu, my children are half-Nepali, we run a UK 
charity and Nepali staffed NGO focusing on education in Kathmandu. But I am also a 
psychologist and a recognised expert in system and organisation transformation, and 
have fought and "barked" at the Ministry of Education for 8 years to grow some  
competence ...... I was wasting my breath!  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Untrained, low values, extractive.

Firstly, I have compared Nepal's government and it's performance to the factors 
outlined in the excellent book, "Why Nations Fail, the origins of power, prosperity and 
poverty" by D Acemoglu and J A Robinson. They show with many case studies that 
determine whether a country is rich or poor is NOT determined by geography or culture, 
but by manmade institutions such as economic institutions and have an open pluralistic 
political system which includes openness to new political leaders. In summary they 
categorise governments and politicians as being either INCLUSIVE or EXTRACTIVE. I 
don't think I need to define each here, it is fairly obvious that Nepal has extractive 
politicians who are hell bent on getting as much OUT of the system for themselves as 
possible such as personal power or personal wealth and by excluding others who might 
threaten this. But don't get me wrong, Nepal is not the only country stagnating because 
of this type of government. The book is full of examples.


Secondly, in the May edition of the British Psychological Society journal Helena 
Cooper-Thomas, Jo Silvester and Madeleine Wyatt discuss the often ignored issue of 
what preparation or training do politicians get to either prepare them for a role in politics 
or to enhance their skills for specific roles. So, the questions arise for Nepal, what was 
the pre political background of her politicians, did they have business backgrounds, had 
they managed groups of people before, do they have specialist knowledge or skill in 
fields such as education, health, engineering, economics, banking, or have they 
previously done "good work" in human rights, community development etc?  
And then, have any politicians received any training in the more generic issues involved 
such as communication, personal organisation, meeting management, decision making, 
budgeting, .......... I could go on, but it only gets more depressing.


Thirdly, and finally, over many years I have run leadership programmes and seminars 
for business people and those in education, both in the UK and in Nepal (latterly for 
school principals and dmc chairmen). I tend to focus at level one on understanding the 
differences between leadership and management, and that the former needs to have a 
sound base within the leader of competence related to Vision, Values, Development. 
Leaders need a vision of a better future either generally or specifically, one that can be 
shared and committed to by "followers" and naturally being able to do this needs a 
degree of competence. Leaders also can only gain followers if they show a strong and 
related set of values which shapes their behaviour to implement their vision. Some are 
universal such as respect, integrity, tolerance, fairness, service to name but a few. It is the 
third component, development, that brings the vision and values together. Development 
is the leaders approach to change, making things better, improving things, growing, 
enhancing, and there are many different development strategies that can be employed in 
any sphere whether it be education, health, the economy, hydropower etc.


And so back to my main premise; incompetence in NOT a surprise or a specific state 
related to disaster management for Nepal's politicians. It is a general and enduring state, 
one which cannot be reversed with the current crop. To paraphrase a sentence or two 
from Why Nations Fail, "The things that have held Nepal back include an ineffective and 
corrupt state and a society where people cannot use their talent, ambition, ingenuity and 
what education they get. The people also recognise however that the roots of all of these 
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problems are political. All the economic impediments they face stem from the way 
political power is exercised and monopolised by a narrow elite. This is the first thing that 
must change!
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